Deciding on roles:

Webpages
https://www.iau.org/science/scientific_bodies/commissions/B3/
https://www.iau.org/science/scientific_bodies/commissions/B3/info/
Scientific objectives; News, Members; Meetings; Documents
About us
What will we do ...
Import from newsletter
How to be different from other portals (e.g. IAA)?
More astronomy - because it is IAU?
Links to advances
Basics about A and A (how that is not magic - in outreach)
Seminars
Links to other organizations
Social network groups (that are active)
Ask an astronomer/astrostatician?
No reward for answering (introduce gamification and reward like stackexchange)
Q related to maintaining - direct to social network groups?
quora/linkedin/facebook
Involve more B3 members to take ownership
Gist of answers from social network questions
List of interesting datasets
Matching data and methods/tools

Newsletter (frequency)
New job opportunities
New conferences
Short articles

Secretary (Didier)

Other pedagogic/educational activities

Tutorials
List of topics - get contributors from B3 ++
Short summaries of splinter sessions
Outreach/Synergistic activities with other organizations

Some Details from those organizations, please add link or contact point
AAS (A. Mahabal)
EAS (D. Fraix-Burnet)
IAA (R. Vilalta/S. Andreon)
AIG
IAIA (A. Krone-Martins)
ASI (T. Chattopadhyay)
IVOA (P. Skoda)
IEEE
...

Other ideas:

Jobs:
Between stats and CS?
CV list? Difficult to maintain - someone could do it outside and we provide a link
IAU members

Who pays for astrostatisticians? Neither department

IAU-IAA Astrostats & Astroinfo Seminars

Committee:

Stefano Andreon (chair) - INAF-OA Brera stefano.andreon@inaf.it UT+1
Fabio Castagna - INAF-OA Brera, Insubria Univ. fabio.castagna@inaf.it UT+1
Andriy Olenko - La Trobe Univ. A.Olenko@latrobe.edu.au UT+10
Tsutomu T. TAKEUCHI - takeuchi.tsutomu@g.mbox.nagoya-u.ac.jp Nagoya Univ UT+9

Meet once per week.

e-mail: astroinfo.astrostat.seminars@gmail.com
Newsletter: https://tinyletter.com/astroinfo_astrostat_seminars
Website: https://sites.google.com/view
Seminar proposals from IAA and IAU B3 members and similar organizations
IAU Zoom licence to be used. Meetings will be recorded and stored. 2nd Tuesdays

Times alternating between
  • 17:00 in Japan 18:00 Australia 10:00 Italy 1:00 US(LA)
  • 18:00 in Italy 9:00 US(LA) 1:00 Japan 2:00 Australia

12 Oct 2021: Jeffrey Scargle (NASA Ames, USA)
9 Nov 2021: Ilya Mandel (Monash Univ, Australia)